The ErgoComfort Chair
with arm glide technology
ErgoComfort: Sit Ergonomically, Work Comfortably

"The smoothest support control I've ever used in a chair."
Dr. R. Tyler Green

Having to reach and stretch over a patient while in a seated position can be the most fatiguing part of your day. The discomfort caused by this has been reported to cause a reduction in working hours, specialized therapies and even forced early retirement.

The ErgoComfort Chair supports natural movement in your lower back, pelvis and arms allowing your muscles to remain relaxed. This reduces the potential for back, shoulder and arm pain.

With the addition of “Arm Glide Technology,” the chair arms slide to support your every move. This creates the perfect combination for a pain-free day so you can feel and work at your best.

Configuration Options

Clinician’s Chair
- two arms

Clinician’s Chair
- one arm

Assistant’s Stool
ErgoComfort Features

1. **Superior Back Support**
   With the perfect amount of cushion in all the right spots, proper circulation can be maintained for a full day's work.

2. **Active Motion & Tilt**
   With the flip of a lever, the seat and back support will follow your natural movements allowing you to focus on your work. With this freedom of movement a strong, well-balanced lower back is maintained by stimulating the muscles.

3. **Waterfall Style Seat Support**
   The seat pan-tilt allows an operator to maintain a forward and upward posture while operating, preventing blood flow restrictions and transferring some of the body’s support to the feet.

4. **Relax Arm**
   This arm provides a two-dimensional style of support by allowing movement in and out towards the back rest and rotating right to left.

5. **Hydro Arm**
   This arm provides a three-dimensional style of support by adding the same movements as the relax arm with the addition of a hydraulic cylinder. This adjustable tension cylinder can be set from a free flowing up-and-down action to a stiff support.

6. **Expanded Height Range**
   Specially designed cylinders create seating solutions that fit any user and working scenario.

7. **Quick & Easy Adjustment**
   The ErgoComfort Chair’s quick-and-easy adjustments instantly provide you with a chair that lets you stretch, lean and easily move into position for your next procedure.

---

**Color Options**

- **Vinyl Colors**
  - black
  - ash
  - cloud grey
  - cobalt
  - wedgewood
  - mauve
  - tea leaf
  - hampton taupe
  - hampton sage

- **Ultra Vinyl Colors**
  - ravenwing
  - dove grey
  - papyrus
  - marine
  - sable
  - hunter

---

**Support Arm Options**

- **“Relax” arm**
  2 dimensions of support
  (in/out, right/left)

- **“Hydro” arm**
  3 dimensions of support
  (in/out, right/left, up/down)
SurgiTel®
Ergonomic Innovations in Sight

SurgiTel Vision & Ergonomic Systems

- Telescopes (2.5x-6.5x)
  Exclusive Oakley Frames
- Headlights:
  Surgical & Portable LED
- Laser & X-Ray
  Protection Filters
- SurgiCam
  Digital Video Camera
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